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Mueller Fire Hydrant 

Topcoat Touch-Up Kit Order Form 

 

 

This form may be used to order materials to touch-up most coatings used on 

Mueller brand fire hydrants. Using this form places an order directly with Bluewater 

Supply, a distributor for Mankiewicz, the coating supplier - not with Mueller. 

Mueller assumes no liability regarding the performance or suitability of these 

touch-up coatings. 

 

Please note the following: 

 

• For the best results, follow the supplier’s Mixing/Application Guide. 

• Mueller does not guarantee an exact color match when using one of these 

kits to touch-up a factory applied coating. 

• Use safety procedures and equipment as prescribed by your company and 

the paint suppliers while preparing surfaces, mixing, handling, and applying 

coatings. 

 

  

http://muellercompany.com/


Touch-up Kit Order Form 

Please call 252-638-3553 to place an order or email orders@bluewatersupply.com. 

Because of the hazardous nature of these products we cannot offer any expedited 
shipping and freight will be in addition to the prices below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SPRAY CANS 
MUELLER COLOR MANKIEWICZ PART # CASE (qty-6) PRICE CASE QTY 

Mueller Red 10 92977.31AQ.9.02D $118.74  

Mueller Yellow 14 92977.13F4.9.02D $118.74  

Mueller Safety Yellow M7 92977.13DP.9.02D $118.74  

Mueller White 15 92977.940Z.9.02D $118.74  

Other Color (Supply Part #)  $118.74  
 
 
 
 
 

GALLON (Single Component) 
MUELLER COLOR MANKIEWICZ PART # GALLON PRICE GALLON QTY 

Mueller Red 10 96293.31AQ.9.373 $68.00  

Mueller Yellow 14 96293.13F4.9.373 $68.00  

Mueller Safety Yellow M7 96293.13DP.9.373 $68.00  

Mueller White 15 96293.940Z.9.373 $68.00  

Other Color (Supply Part #)  $68.00  
 
 
 

 

QUART (Single Component) 
MUELLER COLOR MANKIEWICZ PART # QUART PRICE QUART QTY 

Mueller Red 10 96293.31AQ.9.509 $24.00  

Mueller Yellow 14 96293.13F4.9.509 $24.00  

Mueller Safety Yellow M7 96293.13DP.9.509 $24.00  

Mueller White 15 96293.940Z.9.509 $24.00  

Other Color (Supply Part #)  $24.00  

mailto:orders@bluewatersupply.com


   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact Name:    

Street Address:    

Street Address:    

City:   State: 

Country:    

Phone Number:    

Name on Card:    

Credit Card #:    

Expiration Date:    



 

 
Mixing/Application Guide 

 
 Base 
Trade name CELEROL ® 962.RQ 

Material: 
1K solvent based topcoat 

 
- For appearance only 

 
- Touching up damaged surfaces 

Mixing: 
 

Stir, high speed shear, or use a shaker until base material is homogenous 
 

- Stirring: 5-7 minutes 

- High speed shear: 2-3 minutes 
 

- Shaker: 3-4 minutes 

Material is ready to use after mixing is completed 
 

Application: 
 

Clean the damaged areas with solvent to remove any dirt, oil or grease. 

- Acetone, IPA, or MEK 
 

Recommend scuffing/sanding damaged areas 
 

- Remove high spots created by torn/ripped paint 

- Better mechanical adhesion when scuffed 
 

Clean sanded area with solvent to remove sanding dust 

- Acetone, IPA, or MEK 
 

- Allow ample time for solvent to evaporate 
 

- Gently rub a tack rag across the sanded area to remove any leftover dirt/debris 
 

- Recommended application methods 

- Spraying with a touch-up cup gun (Needle/Nozzle Size – 1.0-1.2mm) 
 

- Dapping the material on with a brush (Recommend not brushing it on) 

- Dabbing the paint enables a larger amount to be applied at once, helping with the leveling of the 
material. 

 
-For best Results, please allow 24 hours to dry 
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